
DEAK (aka Deacon)  is a large 75 – 80lb, neutered chocolate lab, approx 7-8yrs young; like all of 
our fostered dogs ...current on all vaccines, flea, tick and heartworm free.  Deak is house trained 
and has specific “obedience commands” he must follow to help manage his behavior. He would do
best with someone dedicated to providing consistent leadership, rules, routine, exercise, 
some playtime, and companionship.

DEAK enjoys his OUTDOOR time,  along with  his kiddie pool  (included with his adoption) and
favorite collection of TOYS.  He has one in his mouth almost every time he goes out and almost
every time he greets you.  Short periods of play...tug of war with his rope toy or a Jolly ball are
also FAVORITE activities for him; if there's a creek or rain puddle he will find it and partake !
Daily exercise; in particular, hunting and exploring (nosework) is of great JOY to DEAK as well.
We all know "A TIRED dog is a GOOD dog"  DEAK is quite curious when on a walk; he is
learning to walk at a “reasonable” pace…. Until he sees a squirrel , LOL !  Anyone that jogs, roller
blades, or walks at a brisk pace would be a benefit to him when cool weather arrives.   

DEAK’s   daily routine   is potty, then breakfast, then...time outside watching birds, chasing squirrels
or rabbits (he has a  strong prey drive so "nose work" is something you will see often from
him),  short intermittent  playtime, nap time,  and a cruise through his kiddie pool.  He is always
ready for  a car ride  and a long walk on a cool day.  Being anywhere  with his human companions -
inside or outside – gives him much comfort and joy.    He will greet his humans with toys or kisses,
and he tries to be a LAP dog, so be prepared for this boy's intense level of affection if you are a
member of his family   

Deak is most secure and best behaved with rules and routine. He is a strong boy and a stronger
PROTECTOR of his home, yard and family.  Adults are the BEST FIT for this boy with no other
pets in the home. Adoption application located on the ADOPTME page at Dream4pets.org
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